
Weight

Motor Amps

Belt Style

Cleaning Width

Bottom Plate

Air Path

Bag Change

Handle Socket

Foot-pedal Release

Belt Change

Oreck XL

8 lbs.

4.0

Flat

9.5”

Plastic/Metal

1.12” Radius

Single Zipper

Single Support

None, Friction lock

Screwdriver required

DuraLite is the RigHt CHOiCe when you want a LigHt CHOiCe.

DuraLite is just the beginning. 
From vacuums to buffers, shampooers to driers, Sanitaire  
is your single source for commercial floor care.

UprightsCanister Back-Pack Vacuum Floor MachinesCarpet Cleaners
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Raising the level of floor care. ™
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SC9050

1,500

Dual-Motor Uprights

Warranty 
Service Centers 

Nationwide

DuraLite™

10 lbs.

5.0

Round

11.5” (20% Wider)

Magnesium

1.25” x 3.25” (3x Larger)

Dual-Zipper easy-Access

Magnesium, Dual-support

Magnesium, Positive-lock

No tools



The incredible 

the First Commercial

™

 LighTWeighT
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Raising the level of floor care.
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designed for Heavy-Duty use.
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Deeper Cleaning –
Cleans better than the current #1 selling 
lightweight!

Better Durability –
Constructed with high-strength 
lightweight magnesium

Weighs only 10 lbs. –
For easy mobility

Make your LighT ChoiCe
the RigHt CHOiCe.
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Soft grip handle for comfort.

Quick-change Power Cord eliminates downtime.

Exclusive Widest Air Path of any lightweight for 
clog- resistant, worry-free operation.

Easy-access Dual-zipper Bag simplifies emptying.

Exclusive Magnesium Dual-support handle Socket and 
Bag Assembly for exceptional durability.

Exclusive Positive-lock, wear-resistant Magnesium 
handle Release.

Large, easy-rolling Rubber encased Wheels for superior 
maneuverability.

Exclusive Tough Magnesium Sole Plate removes without 
tools for fast and simple belt change.

Energy Efficient 5-amp Motor with specially designed  
“pancake-style” moves more air at less RPM’s for longer 
motor life.

Dual-edge Cleaning for easy coverage along baseboards.

Lies flat for low clearance areas.
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incredible DuraLite features:
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exclusive extra-large, Clog-resistant Air-path is 
nearly three times bigger than our nearest competitor. We 
easily have one of the biggest air paths of any lightweight on 
the market. The bigger the air path, the easier dirt and debris 
can be transported, and less of a strain is put on the motor. 

 By utilizing high-strength magnesium, Sanitaire was able 
to incorporate components that are 75% lighter than steel and 
33% lighter than aluminum, all with better anti-corrosion and  
mechanical properties. Plus, unlike the plastic found in many 
competing machines, Sanitaire’s magnesium components 

are much stronger, stiffer and better able to endure impact and 
harsh handling. And, for the deep-down clean you’ve come 
to expect from every Sanitaire model, the incredible DuraLite 
also uses a more powerful, true commercial-grade motor and 
the widest air path of any lightweight on the market. 

Quick-change Power 
Cord for simple, on-
site maintenance greatly 
minimizes downtime.

easy-access Dual-zipper 
Bag makes emptying a snap 
increasing productivity.

     Large easy-roll Wheels 
with rubber over-mold protects 
hard surfaces and improves 
mobility.

easy to Remove Bottom Plate requires no tools. Changing 
the belt is as simple as opening a latch and popping out the 
roller brush.

Sanitaire lost the weight... but we kept the clean.

(Actual Size)

  exclusive Magnesium 
components are lighter than 
steel or aluminum and are 
exceptionally durable.

1.125”

3.25”

     Nearly

triple the size!

Oreck

DuraLite


